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WHAT IF THE LINGUISTS DISAPPEARED?
; ..... ....... . .. .

~hat is the exact nature of the work done
by NSA linguists? When linguists work with
different languages, with materials in varying
volumes and in various printed and spoken forms,
what duties do they perform in common, and what
duties are completely different? Those ques
tions were not specifically posed in the mission
originally assigned to the Language Analysis TasK
Force (LATFO) when it was created in 1975. In
stead, that mission, simply stated, was to ana
lyze and validate the NSA Career Service Occupa
tion System as it applies to NSA personnel in
the Language Career Field (12XX). But, during
~hp 1~ mnnths of its existence LATFO (Chairman

I
.~~~~~I found these two unstated questions con

$tantly coming up. In interviews with Agency
linguists, and in our subsequent discuss1ons,
we found that certain functions could easily
be fitted into logical categories, but others
just didn't want to work that way. As a re
sult of these divergences, our interviews
and discussions ranged far beyond the limits of
our stated mission and, by the time LATFO
submitted its official report, we had gained
many revealing insights into the facts of life
as faced by the average NSA linguist (if such
a person exists).

Some of these insights pertained to our
mission and found their way into the of-

ficial report that we sU9mitted to. the
Task Analysis Steering Committee. But others
pertained not to the specific mission, but to
the overall philosophy of language occupation
at NSA. We considered these insights to be
outside the purview and mission assigned to
LAFTO and, accordingly, did not include them
our official report. But, since these in
cidental ideas were deemed to be too valu
able to simply throwaway, I took it upon
myself to present them in my own way in a
special memorandum to ADPS, as an individual
report by the B Group member of LATFO.

It 1S that memorandum which has served as
the basis for the article which follows . I must
state at the outset that most of the ideas ex
pressed in this article are my own and I take
full responsibility for them. But I cannot
take full credit for all of them, because the
background experiences and knowledge of my
colleagues, coupled with the stimulus and
criticisms that flowed freely in some of our
heated discussions, effectively sharpened my
own perceptions and personal views.

The LATFO report was an investigation into
what"NSA's linguists -- that is, people -- do.
In the following pages I hope to show the
other side of the coin the vital role that
foreign languages play in the production of
COMINT reports.

January-February 77 * CRYPTOLOG * Page I
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F~reign languages are the stock in trade of
tran$lators, transcribers, and those who do
langUage research of various types, but the
ski~ls of the translator and transcriber are not
at ~ll equal. Many good translators have poor
au~al comprehension and do poorly at transcribing
voice tapes, and some of them decline to do it
at all because transcription work can be monoto
nous and boring. However, any good transcriber,
~s a general rule of thumb, has the added capa

!bility of translating, if he knows the English
• language (some of our native-born linguists

have trouble translat~ng into English, which is,
after all, their second language).

I have dwelt heavily on the language aspects
of the above "analytic" disciplines (the "report·
ers" come later) with their differences and dis
tinctions because so few NSA managers seem to
have a clear understanding of the fact that
knowZedge of a foreign Zanguage is the key
ingredient for most of NSA's end product. They
tend to look upon language knowledge as a simple
"tool" that can be turned on or off by the flip
of a switch, and something that any reasonably
intelligent person can learn with a little
study. 'But that just ain't so! This misconcep
tion is, I believe, responsible for much of NSA's
"language problem."

NSA management needs to understand that know
ledge of a foreign language is a difficult skill
acquired by hard study in an educational environ
ment and sharpened by on-the-job experience. In
this respect it is no different from any other'
learned Skill, such as mathematics, engineering,
computery, or whatever. One can even say that
the only valid way in which the knowledge of a
foreign. language can be called a "tool" is if
"tool" i.s used in the sense of a scalpel in the
hands of a competent surgeon who must possess a
precise knowledge of the entire human body, many
specialized surgical instruments, the properties
and effects of different medicines, and a thorough
awareness of the damage that may ensue if his
knowledge and treatment are incorrect or inade
quate.L.- .......

January-February 77 * CRYPTOLOG * Page 2
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The use of foreign languages as a "tool" is
likewise dependent upon the skill of the prac
titioner, whicH is the sum total of his training,
experience, background knowledge in related
fields, drive, imagination, and, not least, his
knowledge of the English language and his ability
to express ideas in written form.
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It is in this latter situation that we see a
subtle shift in management's perception of the
relative importance of the linguist's role vis
a-vis the reporter's role, to the detriment of
the linguist. In that shifted perception, the
reporter's end-product output is deemed to be
more important than the linguist's output which
made that report possible. This has resulted
in a widespread feeling that reporters enjoy
higher status, and in the last few years the
higher-grade promotions appear to have gone to
the reporters as a group. "It's the field to
be in if you want to get ahead" is a frequent
comment I have heard, often from reporters them
selves. This is probably due to the very human
tendency of supervisors and managers to know
best -- and to reward -~ those with whom they
are in most frequent contact and whose work
they review.

January-February 77 * CRYPTOLOG * Page 3
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,EXECUTIVE
ORDER 11652

Leiner, 05

·~hen I was one-and-twenty,
I heard a wise man say,
"Give riches, and perhaps your heart,
But not COMINT away.

"Save every bit," he counseled.
"And I will show the way
Construct a vault; store wheat and chaff
Forever and a day.

"Be diligent in saving;
Be not by space deterred."
Yes, I was one-and-twenty,
And heeded every word.

I saved and filed and indexed;
My COMINT storehouse grew.
The things I started with were old,
But I kept adding new.

Then space became a problem.
(We all know how that feels!)
I microfilmed the wheat and chaff,
And put it all on reels.

The years went on. In sixty-two
The Agencies were told:
"Declassify each item
That's a score and ten years old."

The Information Freedom Act
Came shortly afterward.
The groans of high officials
Were loudly to be heard.

The items in our storehouse
Which ones would thus fall prey?
To judge each, it would take one more
"Forever and a day"!

POE T A 5 T E R5' n
o
""z
'"""

.~.~.:.

'". '.

It soon became apparent,
This was a task indeed.
The talent still remaining here
Fell short of what we'd need.

And 50 the call was issued
To Croskery and Howe --
To Steinmetz and to Flossie Burn:
"Come back. We need you now!"

And 50 they came, and labored;
They gave their counsel well.
Yet how much longer this will take,
No one can surely tell.

Now I am one-and-fifty.
I've seen a lot. And yet,
I marvel at the things we've done -
The challenges we've met.

Each item that we issued
We looked on -- then and now
As something of a triumph;
Not 50 much "what" as "how."

The "what" was quite important
(Our customers agree);
But it's the "how" that gave us
A sense of dignity.

Should thirty years diminish this?
For one, I would say "No!"
I think I'll run for President,
~d write my own E.O.

The listing on the next 12 pages has been
printed in the center of the magazine 50

that it can be easily removed for use as
a permanent reference aid.

January-February 77 * CRYPTOLOG * Page 4
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B6700 disk file for update and for extraction
of data in a variety of sorts (such as by
service, by country, etc.).

Stations active only in years for which
sources were not available are probably not
shown. When stations moved, they are often shown
on separate lines, with different year spans.

Note that the listing is in two parts, each
with its own classification. Part I, covering
the period 1917 through 1946, is classified
TOP SECRET CODEWORD. Part II, covering the
period 1947 through the present, is classified
SECRET, HANDLE VIA COMINT CHANNELS ONLY.

WHERE WERE WE?
Frederic O. Mason Jr.,

~he u.s. SIGINT establishment has devel
oped, used, and abandoned so many sites that
it is now difficult to remember them all, what
their station numbers were, and just when they
were active. The following compilation, which
was produced in response to a request from
Chief, PI, is offered to the reader as a ref
erence aid, even though the information in it
is known to be incomplete.

The arrangement below shows the stationnum
ber (minus "US" prefix); the currently active
sites (offset to left, in italic); abandoned
sites; SCA unit numbers; and the years active.

Data for 1949 to date conforms to USSID-SOS
.r~les. All records shown are stored on a

P14
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INTERCEPT STATIONS THROUGH WORLD WAR II

Data derived from: NSA Cryptologic History Staff, E5l

Active year span, same place
(, 9 1 7 through '946)

Designator Location
, 2 3 4 4
789012345678901234567890123456

8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8

RADIO TRACTOR UNITS (Army and Federalized Nat Gd vs Pancho Villa),
8
8
8
8
8

RTU-31 McAllen, Texas (31 Oct 1918)
RTU-32 McAllen, Texas (31 Oct 1918)
RTU-33 Laredo, Texas (31 Dec 1918)
RTU-34 Laredo, Texas (31 Dec 1918)
RTU-37 Del Rio, Texas (1 May 1918)
-RTU-38 San AntonIO, Texas (1 May 1918)
RTU-39 Sutherland Springs, Texas (1 May 1918)
RTU-42 San Antonio, Texas (1 May 1918)
RTU-43 Pecos, Texas (20 Sep 1918)
RTU-44 Ft Bliss, Texas (20 Sep 1918)
RTU-45 Las Cruces, New Mexico (20 Sep 1918)
RTU-46 Las Cruces, New Mexico (20 Sep 1918)
RTU-47 Lordsburg, New Mexico (4 Oct 1918)
RTU-48 Lordsbur~, New"Mexico (4 Oct 1918)

ARMY INTERCEPT STATIONS, AEF

#1
#2
#3
#4
#S
Aero #1
Aero #2
Aero #11

(2 stns)

,
Verdun, France (11 Nov 1918) 8
Verdun, France (11 Nov 1918) 8
Euv~zin, France (11 Nov 1918) 8
Euvezin, France (11 Nov 1918) 8
Verdun, France (11 Nov 1918) 8
Euvezin, France (11 Nov 1918) 8
Tomblaine, France (11 Nov 1918) 8
Verdun, France (11 Nov 1918) ,8
Souilly Meuse, France (14 Nov 1917) 7
Coblenz, Germany (14 Dec 1918) 8
Ft Wool, NY Harbor 8?

January-February 77 * CRYPTOLOG * Page S
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Designator Location

Active year span, same place
(I 9 I 7 through I 9 4 6)

I 2 3 ••
189012345678901234567890123456

ARMY LISTENING STATIONS, AEF

#1 Sau1z, France (11 Nov 1918)
#2 Fresnes, France (11 Nov 1918)
Hqs Bois de Creus, France (11 Nov 1918)
Le Souche, Louisville Ferme, France (11 Nov 1918)
Le Rebois, Bois de Haudenvi11es, France (11 Nov 1918)

I
8
8
8
8
8

OTHER ARMY INTERCEPT STATIONS

3 3
12345

..aS6
23
23 •

5

7890123••
:f' 456
901
3 • 45~
901~ •

2
3
3 3 3

67~ •
!S901. •

2 .23456
3456789012345678901. • _

2 23456
7890123456789012~••

3 .45
1234567890123

i
•

3 ,456

9
9
9
97

I

11
9

78
8
8

9

Fairbanks, A1ask~

New Delhi, India
OSS Ops, Bellmore, New York
Las Pines, Philippines
Tarzana, Reseda, California
Guam
RCA in New York
RCA in California
Accra, Gold Coast, Africa

Hawallan Dept, Pt Shafter
He1emano , Hawaii
Ft McKinley, Philippines
Amchitka, Alaska
Ft Hunt, Virginia

Del ho, Texas
McAllen, Texas
Monterey, California
Philippine Dept, Ft Hughes
Boston, Massachusetts, 1st Army Hqs

Calexico, California
Mexico, City, Mexico
Houlton, Maine
Tucson, Arizona
Nogales, Arizona

Governor's Island, New York
Ft Monmouth, New Jersey
Ft Hancock, New Jersey
Vint Hill Farms Stn, Virginia
Presidio, California
Two Rock Ranch, Petaluma, California
Ft Sam Houston, Texas
Miami, Florida
Panama Dept, Quarry Heights
Asmara, Eritrea

MS-1
MS-1
MS-1
MS-2
MS-2
MS-3
MS-3
MS-4
MS-4

MS-ll
MS-12N
MS-12S
MS-12

MS-7
MS-8
MS-9
MS-9
MS-10

MS-5
MS-5
MS-6
MS-6
MS-7

RADIO INTELLIGENCE COMPANIES
111, 112, 125, 126 under CBB and Gen MacArthur in SW Pacific
113, 114, 116, 117, 118, 121, 124, 129, 137 in Europe
115, 119, 120, 122, 123, 127, 128, 130-136, 138 unlocated

• •23457
23457
23457

SIGNAL SERVICE COMPANIES

3250 through 3264 in Europe 23457

January-February 77 * CRYPTOLOG * Page 6
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Active year span, same place
(1 • 17 through 1 • 4 6)

Designator Location
1 2 3 4 4
789012345678901234567890123456

U.S. NAVY STATIONS

4 4
2345
2345
44 5
23.

56789 1 4
2345

3 234~
901234~

~90l2345
901234~

4

3 J 4
012345678~ •

90l23jS

~~ -

3 12345
01234567890l234i

~~~~

~~2 3

67~~012345

3

2 2 ~ 8 4
45678~ .... 4567890 4

DCO, 14th Naval Dist
Peiping, China
Roof of Navy Dept, Washington, D.C.
Flagship (USS Omaha) European Squadrons
Shanghai, China

Fruchi, China
Kweilin, China
Kunming, China
Amagansett, New York (DF only, after 1943)
Wai1upe, Oahu, Hawaii

San Juan, PUerto R1CO

Cooktown, Australia
Astoria, Oregon
Bainbridge Island, Wash. (to Coast Guard, 1945)
Skaggs Island, California

Guam (Wahiawa)
Flagship, CINCAF
01ongopo, Philippines
Marive1es, Philippines
Cavite, Philippines

Balboa, Canal Zone
Toro Point, Canal Zone
Winter Harbor, Maine
Adelaide River, Australia
Guada1canal
Okinawa
Iwo Jima
Kwaja1ein
Recife, Brazil
Adak, Alaska (to Coast Guard, 1945)

B
A

o
R
S
S
T

C

F
F
F
G

-H----

H
I
J
M

U
U
W
AA
AL

C
C
C???
D
F

AL
AN
AD
AR
AX

Unidentified shipborne intercept against Japanese Grand Naval
Maneuvers in 1933, 1934, 1935, and undoubtedly in other years

3 3
345

Other US intercept stations are not specifically documented, but included:
Benjamin Franklin started the US Post Office during the period 1776-1790, and

this is alleged to have included a systematic -opening of mail in transit to acquire
information of value to the government.

Commercial telegraph systems had been established during the l840s and, during the Civil War,
were taken over by both US and CS governments and also, on both sides, supplemented by military
field wire and wigwag flag extensions into battle areas and across gaps. Traffic was sometimes
enciphered. On both sides, ad hoc wire taps were utilized for intelligence purposes.

Wire taps have been used, or planned, ever since. It was a well-established procedure in
World War I trench warfare. In 1945 there was at least one Signal Intelligence Detachment with
white officers and Nisei enlisted me trained in wireta in techni ues scheduled to be in the
first wave in the invasion of Japan.

TOP SECRET UMBRA

January-February 77 * CRYPTOLOG * Page
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To the Editor, CRYPTOLOG:

The article on the Lan uage Skill File by
(CRYPTOLOG, October

~1~9~7~6~-m-a~d~e--n-o--m-e-n-t~i-o-n--o~f~t·hefact that the 000
Language Advisory Committee has been working
on developing an accurate inventory of the
Agency's linguists for over two years. This
on-again off-again effort had as its genesis
the attempts by A, B, and G to have their
independent accounting systems adapted for
DDO-wide use.

More recently, the LAC realized that there
was a critical need for an accurate inventory of
Agency language skills. Accordingly, a sub
committee of LAC was formed to develop a
machineable data base >1

I Iserved on this SU~b~c~o~m~i~t~t~e~e-,~a~l-o-n-g--w~i~t~h~
a third member,1 Ias the G member
of 000 LAC. /The Language Skill File was the
resul t oftne combined efforts of all the members
of the LAC subcommittee, and I hope that this
let~et of clarification will help to give credit
.where it is due.

P.L. 86-36
Minnie Kenny,
Chairman, DDO LAC

Letters to the
Editor

To the Editor, CRYPTOLOG:

Like Charles Bostick in his letter in the
November 1976 CRYPTOLOG, I must be doing (or
thinking) something wrong. On page 18 of the
November issue, under the heading "Sensitive
materials?", you say you'll go all the way to
TS/CW, but "draw the line at compartmented. . "
You imply that codewords are not exclusive or
sensitiv(. What, I ask, is COMINT CHANNELS if
not a compartment? Having chief'ed the NSA
SPO/SAO function a couple of years ago, I
learned early, and attempted to spread the under
standing of the fact that three compartments
exist in the intelligence community. Most of us
acknowledge two. Few in the cryptologic communi
ty, however, label COMINT CHANNELS as a compart
ment. In fact, we are so accustomed to seeing
HVCCO and codewords that they are considered
"garden variety" caveats; this ain't right!

Editor's reply:

Sorry, but we too made the mistake of imply
ing that COMINT material is not a compartment.
As you know, it is common practice here in the
Agency to speak of compartmented information as
something other than COMINT. We hope that the
following revised wording improves the situation,
while still being suitable for our unclassified
"Contributions Solicited" handout.

P.L. 86-36

P.L. 86-36
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(Letters to the Editor, continued on p. 21)

NEW AND I MPIOVED

Sensitive
materials?
No. We'll print anything from
unclassified to TOP SECRET
CODEWORD, but we draw the line
at items requiring special
clearances or briefings.

(68tlFIBEll'fIAb 668)

(F8\"18)

January-February 77 * CRYPTOLOG * Page 17
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To the Editor, CRYPTOLOG:

In answer to "Firebrand" (CRYPTOLOG, October
1976, p. 20), yes, she is perfectly right that
she has a legal right to apply for and take any
job out here in Asia. And when she gets out here
and finds herself unable to accomplish the duties
of that job because of the Asian male attitude
toward women, her supervisor also has a right
-- nay, a duty -- to rate her performance on
the same standards as would apply to a male
employee in the same position.

l



The quotation on th.e next\ page was taken from a I
published work of an NSA-er. The first letters of
the WORDS spe l lout the autho..r.. ' s name and the I
title of the work.
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II Ides, June CCCXL

IX Ides January CCCXLI

The

be awarded in
to RAR CVII-

wartime.

in para III. This

II Ides February CCCXLI

"Curse on him!" quoth false Sextus;
"Will not the villain drown?

But for this stay, ere close of day
We should have sacked the town!"

"Heaven help him!" quoth Lars Porsena,
..And bring him safe to shore;

For such a gallant feat of arms
Was never seen before."

IVth Ind: G-I
To XX JAG
Full name is Gaius Caius HORATIUS.

Change service from XVI to XV years. One (I)
year in the Romulus Chapter, Cub Scouts, has been
given credit for military service in error.

A report evaluated B-II states that the officer
was Captain PINCUS of Tifernum. Recommend change
"Major PICUS of Clusium" to "an officer of the
enemy forces."

Vth Ind: JAG
To AG

The Porsena raid was not during
temple of Janus was closed.

The Senate Medal of Honor cannot
peacetime. Reference is invited
XXV, para XXI, e.)

JULIUS LUCULLUS
Commander,
II Legion of Foot

"Hew down the bridge. Sir Consul,
With all the speed ye may;

I, with two more to help me,
Will hold the foe in play.

In yon strait path a thousand
May well be stopped by three:

Now who will stand on either hand,
And keep the bridge with me?"

Rome
II Calends, April CCCXLI IIId Ind: G-II

SUBJ: Recommendation for Senate Medal of Honor I TO. G-I
Orn1t strength of Tuscan forces
information is classified.I. Recommend Gaius HORATIUS, Captain of Fo04

O-MCMXIV, for the Senate Medal of Honor.

II. Captain HORATIUS has served XVI years,
all honorably.

III. On XI March, during an attack on the city
by LARS PORSENA of Clusium and his Tuscan Army
of ninety thousand (XC) men, Captain HORATIUS,
accompanied by Sergeant Spurius LARTIUS and Cor
poral Julius HERMINIUS, held the entire Tuscan
Army at the far end of the bridge until the struc
ture could be destroyed, thereby saving the city.

IV. Capt. HORATIUS valiantly fought and killed
one Major PICUS of Clusium in individual combat.

V. The exemplary courage and outstanding
leadership of Captain HORATIUS is in keeping
with the highest traditions of the Roman Army.

For comment.

1st Ind:
To

AG IV Calends, April CCCXL
G-III

C.G.

The action against the Porsena raid was, ipso
facto, a police action.

Suggest consideration for a Soldier's Medal.

I May, CCCXLI

III June CCCXLI

IV Calends, April CCCXLIAG, XXX
G-I

C~~cur in para IV, Vth Ind.

Vlth INd:
To

VlIth Ind: G- I
To AG

Soldier's Medal is given for saving lives, sug
gest Star of Bronze as appropriate.

(VlIIth INd: AG
ITo : JAG

IFor opinion.

G-III
G-II

lId Ind:
To

For comment and forwarding.
Change para I II, line IV from "saving the city"
to "lessened the effectiveness of the enemy
attack." The Roman Army was well deployed tac
tically; the reserve had not been committed.
The phrase as written might be construed to cast
aspersions on our fine army.

Change p;tra V, line I from "outstanding leader
ship" to "commendable initiative. ,. Captain
HORATIUS' command was two (II) men--only I/VI
of a squad.
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linkages via the con811mer
communication' channel."
Lawrence S. Eagleburger, a

top aide to Secretary of State
Henry A. Kissinger responded
Wednesday:

"1 think it's an enormous
compliment since it demons
trates remarkable recognition
of my ab'i.lity since 1 was large-
ly responsible for the original

document jn recognizing .the
ability of my office to handle
Input, output and thruput w1.th
remarkable facility recognizing
the normal inability of the bu·
reaucracy to do anything In a
manner wh1ch would merit an
award for anything."

L...- .... uP12

'Doublespeak'
Award Evokes
Greater Effort

A.--oelated P,US

The State Department is not
taking Its "doublespeak" award
sitting down. C

The department received the
dubious honor last week from
the Committee on Public Dou·
blespeak of the National Coun·
cil of Teachers of English.

The award cited an announ·
cement from Foggy Bottom
that a consumer affa'irs co
ordinator would "review exist·
Ing mechanisms of consumer
input, thruput and ootput, and

seek ways of improving these

1. J 10 7 Q K A (6)

2. 8+ 7. . 9. 2. (8)

3. a• . 8+ . 9+ . (6)
4. 9 10 2 A K Q J 8 (8)

5. A 2 J Q 9 10 K (7 )
6. Q K 10 J A (5)

(UNCLASSIFIED)

Letters (cant.)

The two sequences defining the second posi
tion must be aligned so as to produce only one
valid value per step. Each sequence moves one
step per cup.

It follows that, if the (J~ 8~ 9~ Av Q) hand
occupies position 0, the hand with 4 aces must
occupy position N, where N:: 5 mod 6 :: 3 mod 8 _
o mod 7 = 4 mod 5.

The solution is N = 539 + 840k, k being an
arbitrary integer, by the Chinese remainder
process. (See, for example, Topics from the
Theory of Numbers, by Emil Gosswald, Macmillan,
1966).

To the Editor, CRYPTOLOG:

Those readers who have spun mathematical
wheels may note that F. Mason's problem (CRYPTO
LOG, October 1976) is a simple study of rotary
motion.

His collection of matched pairs of poker hands
produces the following six rotor sequences:

H. HOCUS POCUS
Lieutenant of Horse
Survey Officer
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X November eCCXLI

I October CCeXLI

III Calends, October CCCXLI

VI November eCeXLI

II Calends, September eeeXLI

G-II
G-I

G-I
G-II

XIth Ind:
To

Xth Ind: AG
To G-I

For draft of citation for Papyrus Scroll w/metal
pendant.

Do not concur.

Our relations with Tuscany would suffer and
current delicate negotiations would be jeopar
dized if publicity were given to Captain HORA
TIUS' actions at the present time.

A report, rated D-IV, parti~lly verified, states
that Lars PORSENA is very sensitive about the
HORATIUS affair.

XIIth Ind:
To

(Xth Ind: JAG
To AG

XVII months have elapsed since events described
in basic letter. Star of Bronze cannot be awar~

ded after XV months have elapsed.

Officer is eligible for Papyrus Scroll with
Metal Pendant.

In view of information contained in preceding
Xlth and XlIth Indorsements, you will prepare
immediate orders for Captain Gaius C. HORATIUS
to one of our overseas stations.

XIlIth Ind: G-I
To AG

SUBJ:
To

His attention will be directed to para.XII, RAM,
which prohibits interviews or conversation with
newsmen prior to arrival at final destination.

SURVEY, REPORT OF
Captain Gaius C. HORATIUS, O-MCMXIV, III
Legion, V Phalanx, RAPO XIX

Your statement concerning the loss of your
shield and sword in the Tiber River on XI March
CCCXL has been carefully considered.

It is admitted you were briefly in action against
certain unfriendly elements on that day. How
ever, Sgt Spurius LARTIUS and Cpl Julius HERMIN~

IUS were in the same action and did not lose any
government proper~y.

The Finance Officer has been directed to reduce
your next pay by II and 1/11 talents, the cost
of one sword, officer, and one shield, M-II.

You are enjoined and admonished to pay strict
attention to conservation of government funds
and property.
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